5 -Not to mention that there were many who began their studies in the recently created Tunisian undergraduate courses under the rule of French teachers on assignment in Tunisia for aid schemes.
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7 -These were conflicts of personalities and differing political position rather than concerning strategies for scientific research.
v 
12 -In the mid 1990s the average management rate (number of engineers in relation to the number of employees) was 0.9%. 13 -Interview with the author, 1996. 14 -Interview with the author, 1996. Some are more categorical: "The research we do does not interest our industrialists. They do not find what they want there. What they want is to buy things ready to use" (Professor of physics, Tunis, interview with the author). 15 -See Siino (1999, p. 412 and following pages).
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18 -Law n¡96-6 of 31 January 1996 and government orders 97-938 to 942 of 19 May 1997. 19 -In other words, the seven centres of research coming under the Ministry of Scientific Research and Technology (formerly the Secretary of State department) and twenty others of varying size and activities which reported to other ministries ( Agriculture, Health, Defence and so on). 20 -With an average annual budget allocation of around 50 000 dinars (41 660 euros) per laboratory. 
